Nexgen’s Simple Trading Plan

demo available at http://nexgent3.com/education/

Use the first 30 days using Nexgen’s T3 Fibs ProTrader and Market Flow software is to
evaluate & learn our highest probability trend trading & management rules. Use this time to
start working on your ability to recognize high probability winning trades that will generate a
real opportunity for profit. The following 90-120 days is spent working on the real world
application of those rules and trade management placing live trades through simulation and
replay practice without assuming any financial risk. (Trading on simulator during the
day and market replay in the evenings or weekends).
PROFITABLE TRADING IS A SKILL that cannot be bought, it must evolve through
practice, repetition and consistent application of a high probability trading plan. After you
hone your skills trading and managing the markets as the plan dictates, and you have
proven that your application of the rules will win, will you finally achieve real money day
trading the markets. Be realistic with yourself, this is a profession and a skill. Those without
successful trading experience need to plan on at least 90-120 days of study before they will
be able to effectively and profitably execute the rules and the plan. Nexgen does not offer
personalized trading advice but will help you learn the rules of the plan when you participate
and share your practice trading with the educational room. Nexgen’s documentation is for
educational purposes. All speculation involves risk please disclaimers at www.nexgent3.com.
Traders should use 3-5 times required minimums per contract. CLICK HERE FOR DETAILS

$400 per contract per day per contract is the end goal. Possible returns (12 month)
$100 per contract or less max stop on any position. Max loss per day $300 per contract.
Good traders all have these traits and can say YES to these things.
I am (solely) 100% responsible for my analysis and trades, you don’t need help.
I have proven my trades generate a positive outcome through simulation and practice.
I am 100% comfortable with my trades and follow my rules on every trade.
I understand the nuances of each trade setup through study and repetition on sim and replay.
I know when my reports will be out that could create potential additional risk REPORTS
•
•
•

Learn the tutorials on educational page. CLICK HERE
Read and understand the rules section of this trading plan
Join the live class room and participate. If not watch market replay video and send
pictures of your trades to your sale person Practice trading as much as possible using Market
Replay.

You must “TRADE” to become a better trader. Become 100% comfortable. You must

get “feedback” on your rule application.

LEARN HIGH PROBABILITY TREND TRADES FIRST
HIGHEST PROBABLITY LOOKS (NEW USERS LEARN TREND TRADE #1 first)

EXAMPLE PIX

☐

Video introduction to each of the Nexgen indicators and their expected outcomes

LINK TO VIDEO

☐

Trend Trade Rules + Enter using Market Flow Strategy &Trade Management (complete lesson)

LINK TO VIDEO

☐

Back Testing “1” simple chart- you will learn how to see the correct trade (live lesson from class)

LINK TO VIDEO

☐

Trigger Line Reading Lesson Trend Trades (live lesson from class)

LINK TO VIDEO

☐

14-2 BOTH TRIGGERS STRONG & no Fibs or Divergence lines in the way+ 5-1 (entry areas)

14-2 Long

Look

☐
☐
☐

14-2 BOTH TRIGGERS STRONG & no Fibs or Divergence lines in the way+ 5-1 (entry areas)

14-2 Short

Look

Spotting the best Trend Trades Best Looks (14-2) and Fine Tuning with smaller charts

LINK TO VIDEO

Spotting High Probability Trend Trades vs Lower Probability Trend Trades

LINK TO VIDEO

Trend Trade looks that happen “After 14-2 triggers roll over from a KEY AREA”

☐

14-2 Fibonacci after triggers roll + Big Gap & GREEN 5-1 chart trend trade

☐

14-2 Multiple Fibonacci + Divergence & RED 5-1 chart trend trade

☐

14-2 Divergence line “pivot stop out” + Trigger roll at Fibs and GREEN 5-1 chart trend trade

#3 Long Look

☐

14-2 Double Divergence “pivot stop out”+ Trigger roll and Red 5-1 chart trend trade

#3 Short Look

MEDIUM PROBABLITY LOOKS (Fibonacci Edge Trades w/ 14-2 Trend Trade)

#2 long Look
#2 Short Look

EXAMPLE PIX

☐

Trend Trade 14-2 look(dark green) + double divergence pivot stop out entry (5-1) red color

#1 Edge Long

☐

Trend Trade pivot stop out 14-2 (red color) + Edge of Fibonacci on (5-1)green color

#1 Edge Short

HIGH PROBABLITY AREAS THAT REVERSE TREND or BREAK to CONTINUE TREND

EXAMPLE PIX

☐

Multiple Fibonacci Areas have been reached by price- Stop look for breakout or reversal

STOP 5-1 TREND TRADES

☐

Divergence from lines FIBONACCI or Prior Divergence ( divergence without areas is OK)

STOP 5-1 TREND TRADES

☐

Price Above / Below Prior Divergence Lines really hurts trend trades

STOP 5-1 TREND TRADES

☐

All 3 charts have (Negative #) divergences – especially true with Fibonacci

STOP 5-1 TREND TRADES

☐

All 3 charts with ( Negative #) divergences – even without Fibonacci

STOP 5-1 TREND TRADES

☐

Price on 14-2 touching any 14-2 line (or 5-1 Fibonacci ) + BIG GAP to synthetic triggers

STOP 5-1 TREND TRADES

☐

Any time 14-2 price touches 14-2 Synth Triggers from wrong side

STOP 5-1 TREND TRADES

☐

14-2 Price touches Fibonacci and Synthetic Triggers TREND TRADE look

STOP 5-1 TREND TRADES

☐

ANY trend trade look on 14-2 chart will hurt chances of smaller chart trend trades

STOP 5-1 TREND TRADES

VIDEO PLANS AND GUIDES TO USE FOR STUDY

☐
☐
☐

Example of one full day using the High, Medium and High Probability Turning Points

LINK TO VIDEO

Live classroom lesson Video using High Probability Winners based on 14-2 chart key spots

LINK TO VIDEO

How to read and interpret Fibonacci and Trigger lines for confident chart reading

LINK TO VIDEO

☐
☐
☐

Market Flow reading lesson – how market flow helps you see “inside” the bars

LINK TO VIDEO

Study History and Practice using Ninja Trader Market Replay Feature

LINK TO VIDEO

Trading From Edges and Counter Trend Trades

LINK TO VIDEO

Trading Rules for Trend Trades
1.

2.

3.

Trend Trade Setup Rules for smaller chart
a. Make sure NOTHING is hurting your trade from the RED section on page #2. If not then
make sure your TRIGGER LINES are correct and you have room to your target.
b. Synthetic triggers UP for buys or Synthetic triggers DOWN for sells
c. Support or resistance ENTRY areas–Mid Band w/ correct color, Fibs w/ correct color
d. Fib2Fib oscillator location – lower 25% for buys – upper 25% for sells
Trend Trade ENTRY check list- Location check- Small Triggers Vs Synthetic Triggers
a. If small triggers on “CORRECT SIDE” of 14-2 synth triggers get in earlier”
b. If small triggers on “WRONG SIDE” look for last spot on either small chart
c. After any trade from WRONG SIDE of the Synthetic triggers , it is best if the market price
and SYNTH TRIGS makes a strong move before taking another trend trade.
IF NO BIG SYNTH TRIGGER move then no more trend trades may be taken.
d. Make sure trigger line location is your top priority -If beyond the Fibonacci areas we can
take “one more trade with trend”.
Trade Management- Stops and Targetsa. First watch this video complete with theory and actual executions of stops and targets so
you will understand the basics. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fFrx_k_3pnw
b. If trigger lines and trend conditions are perfect, you must wait for Fibonacci targets and
trail stops behind new reversal bar pivots after a retracement. Be patient if triggers are
very strong. It is important that you follow the indicators and current market conditions to
maximize profits.
c. If you are doing trend trades from the wrong side of the synthetic triggers you will have to
manage your trades according to trigger strength location and divergences. This is a typical
look for a longer trend. Market Flow Chart of same thing
d. Watch for divergence to cause stop outs and look back at prior pivots for clues.

There are times when you will be able to trade the tops or bottoms or what may potential be the “edge” .
Watch this video repeatedly. https://youtu.be/Xn9XplBib20
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

When trading edges, WITH TREND on 14-2 chart is best and AGAINST is more difficult.
Do not trade against a heavily trending market that has broken major Fibonacci areas.
Make sure the triggers are not violating the areas you wish to trade.
Check that the market has weakened the synthetic triggers first before you attempt a counter trend
trade or you will get run over. TOO EARLY LOOK (low probability) -- SMALL TRIGGERS
WEAKENING LOOK
Use the Market Flow entry to help you time your entry, do not jump in front of a moving market
Watch first touch of the MID BAND for the first counter trend target.

Nexgen’s T3 Market Flow

-entry timing and confidence at entry areas

Per the trading plan you need price to be at either Multiple Time Frame Fibonacci Edges or have
Trend Trade Rules (POTENTIAL entry areas) that you need help timing with Market Flow.
Market Flow Bar Pattern Examples
1. The bars and dots – Green dots on bars, show more buyers at a price versus sellers.
Magenta dots will show more sellers at each price versus buyers.
2. The two black HORIZONTAL lines on the bar is where the majority of the volume traded.
This area combined with the Magenta and Green dots will help you fine tune your entries.
3. Tv Antenna looks- reversal bars with a “stranded high volume area”
4. White Paintbar- the white paint bars show high volume movements in relation to the prior
bar. They alternate one down and then one up so you won’t get multiple white bars in
same direction.
5. Volume Reversals (ARROWS) White- When the very next bar after a white paintbar closes
in the opposite direction.
6. Volume Reversals Yellow – High volume up or down and then a reversal in volume
7. Stranded Buyers or Sellers.. A dot at the top or bottom of a reversal bar is a signal
WARNING! – do not stare at the market flow when price is not at a key trading area, you will not get
any trading signals that will be high probability with one exception during a VERY STRONG TREND.
The long or short arrows with a volume reversal with strong trigger lines is an effective trade.

Nexgen’s T3 Market Flow Strategy
The T3 Market Flow is VERY effective at removing the stress of an entry execution. Once you reach an
area that you wish to place a trade (rules met) then you simply turn on the market flow strategy.
FX USERS MUST MAKE SMALL ADJUSTEMENTS! – CLICK HERE FOR DESCRIPTION
1. To turn on the strategy enable the correct buttons.
2. If you wish to change strategy inputs (watch this short video )
3. Once you reach an area you wish to trade you may use any combination of manual or
automated entries to fill your trade. (watch this short video instruction)
4. Exiting a trade or orders you no longer want, just click the close button.
5. watch this video complete with theory and actual executions of stops and targets so you will
understand the market flow strategy use for each of your entry and exit executions.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fFrx_k_3pnw
We feel compelled to say this again, MAKE SURE You are following the rules from the plan
before you turn on your market flow entry program.
We know you will find the entry tools and trade management tools inside the T3 Market Flow
Strategy very useful when studying and trading the market.

Key Thoughts:
•

Do not risk real money while building your trading skills. Take this seriously, it is
estimated that 95% of those without enhanced trading skills will lose money. Focus on your
trading skill enhancement, the money will come after your skills improve dramatically.

•

PARTICIPATION is vital to success. You will not “magically obtain” skills you did not possess
prior to loading a software demo on your computer. You also cannot practice the “wrong”
trading setups and improper trading skills and hope to achieve success. Only through an
ongoing process of correct trade recognition, application of the rules, combined with feedback
from the instructors to help enhance your skills, will you reach your financial trading
objectives. Nexgen believes participation is the MOST IMPORTANT ELEMENT to your success.

When you recognize trade setups with a high probability for a positive outcome and possess the skills
to enter and exit correctly, you have all the components you need to be successful.
You will work through learning and improving on each of these skills as you become a successful. As
stated, some students have worked through these steps in as little as a few weeks. Some it takes
much longer and as regardless the length of time, you must achieve a high level proficiency in the
following 3 areas if you truly wish to make any real money day trading the markets with Nexgen’s
software.
1. Trade Recognition- It is imperative to learn and anticipate the correct setups that have high
probability of positive returns. This is the very foundation of your trading plan. Study chart
history, Market Replay, and live charts daily to find and annotate and capture pictures of the
trade setups. The more you review, the better you get at recognizing the best setups.
2. Entry execution – The best trading plans utilize several types of entries. You will need to
understand the different type of entries you should utilize depending on the “look” of your
setups. A skill that is imperative you get right for successful trading outcomes.
3. Exiting the trade- This is where the money is made or lost. If you exit properly you will
minimize risks when you lose and maximize the profitability of every trade.
START SIMULATION- It is vital that you not only recognize trades before they happen, you must now
hone your skills as a trader by actually trading. You must prove your understanding of the plan by
making simulated trades that are highly profitable. Only when you are completely comfortable pushing
the button live, fine tuning your own version of the plan, will you be able to make real money trades.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Set up profit targets and stop losses in the simulator
Place the trades according to the rules
Annotate your charts with reasons for entry and exit. example1 example2 (Video example)
Track your trades with some type of spreadsheet / document and save a picture of trades
Share your trades with the educator and or sales associate for review in class using JING to
take pictures and ScreenCast.com to broadcast them. (Watch Video)

It is vital that you not only recognize trades before they happen, you must “FINE TUNE” your own
entry and exit criteria. During simulation, you will learn which entry techniques work best for you. You
will also work on your trade management, moving of stops and targets to maximize profits and
minimize risk properly.
LIVE MONEY- Only when you have 100% confidence in your plan and your execution should you move
to live money. Do not rush this move to live money. You cannot practice “too much”.
If you have any questions please ask. Thank you again for your participation with Nexgen.

